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1. THE NEW INSTITUTIONALISM

Proclamations of a “new” institutionalism, while widespread, have met with some skepticism in the scientific community. Critics wonder what about the new institutionalism is really so new. Institutions, surely, have been a focus of political science since its inception. In Europe, the state has consistently been central to the study of politics and, hence, plans to “bring it back in” do not seem especially innovative. Further confusion has arisen because the new institutionalists do not propose one generally accepted definition of an institution, nor do they appear to share a common research program or methodology. In fact, three separate branches of scholarship—rational choice, organization theory, and historical institutionalism—all lay claim to the label, seemingly without adhering to an overarching theoretical framework.

I believe, however, that the new institutionalists do indeed share a common goal, one that cuts across these competing branches. My purpose in writing this essay is to communicate more clearly the content of this theoretical core. I hope in this way to clarify the contribution of the new institutionalism to political science and to indicate, as well, some of the problems currently facing this approach. Further, because historical institutionalism is the least well understood
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of these approaches, I will devote more space to its explication and critique. I will neglect entirely a potential fourth approach, the new institutionalism in economics, because the theoretical core that I outline here is less applicable to this particular variant of the new institutionalism.

II. BEHAVIORALISM

To understand the theoretical core of the new institutionalism, one must go back to the political behavior movement of the 1950s and 1960s. Interestingly, some of the questions and doubts raised about the new institutionalism resemble the complaints made about its predecessor. Like the new institutionalism, the political behavior movement was criticized because it was not entirely clear which methods, theories, and research topics comprised the “behavioral” approach. Nor was the term political behavior particularly definitive, as (like institution) it could encompass just about anything. Summarizing these disputes in the American Political Science Review, Robert Dahl conceded that the political behavior movement could be characterized as a “mood.” Nevertheless, after admitting the difficulties, he went on to describe what he saw as the core of this movement, working quite directly from an effort by David Truman to define the approach in 1951.

Truman defined political behavior as “an orientation or a point of view which aims at stating all of the phenomena of government in terms of the observed and observable behavior of men.” While this ambition was linked to an interest in a scientific method of rigorous hypothesis testing based on empirical observation and, where possible, quantitative data, science was not the constitutive feature of this movement. Rather, it was the emphasis on observable behavior—how people vote, what the mayor delivers to various constituents—that was central to the behavioral approach.

This focus on observable behavior is precisely the point of departure for the new institutionalism. The new institutionalists vehemently reject observed behavior as the basic datum of political analysis; they do not believe that behavior is a sufficient basis for explaining “all of the phenomena of government.” For behavior occurs in the context of institutions and can only be so understood.

III. THE INSTITUTIONALIST CRITIQUE

There are three aspects to the institutionalist critique of behavior. The first questions the assumption that political behavior reveals preferences. For the behavioralist, a person’s “true” preferences cannot be ascertained. Therefore, one must rely on that person’s behavior to indicate those preferences. For all intents and purposes, the expressed preferences are the real preferences of any individual; preferences are revealed through behavior. Institutionalists, on the other hand, are interested precisely in the distinction between “expressed” and
“real” preferences. There may be any number of reasons why, under one particular set of circumstances, someone may make a political choice that deviates from the choice the same individual, with the same preferences, would make under other circumstances. For example, they may believe that the outcome they hope for is not feasible and that they should therefore vote for an alternative that is not their first choice but one that has the advantage of being realizable. Or, the “true” interests of individuals or groups may not be entirely clear. Institutionalists aim to analyze why these actors choose one particular definition of their interests and not some other equally plausible alternative. Definitions of interests are viewed as political results that must be analyzed and not as starting points for political action to be taken at face value. Thus, institutionalist theory aims to expose and analyze the discrepancy between “potential” interests and those that come to be expressed in political behavior.

Second, the institutionalist approach views the summation of preferences—or, for that matter, the aggregation of individual behaviors into collective phenomena—as exceedingly problematic. Dahl himself notes that “analysis of individual preferences cannot fully explain collective decisions, for in addition we need to understand the mechanisms by which individual decisions are aggregated and combined into collective decisions.” Yet, whereas behavioral studies assume that preferences can be aggregated and generally view mechanisms for the aggregation of interests as perfectly efficient, the institutional approach disputes the notion of aggregation itself. The separate branches of the new institutionalism reject the possibility of interest aggregation for different reasons—which will be discussed in more detail below—but they all agree that political decisions cannot be based on the aggregation of individual preferences. For, on this view, it is simply not possible to add interests together. Human interests are so complex, that to speak of summing or aggregating them is merely applying a metaphor to a complicated process. Mechanisms for aggregating interests do not sum but in fact reshape interests—by developing new ideas through discussions and getting some persons to redefine their preferences, by selecting out some interests at the expense of others, or by reducing a multifaceted set of issues to two alternatives that can be voted on. Thus, mechanisms for collective decisions do not measure the sum of individual preferences. Instead, they allow us to reach decisions, even where there may be no clear-cut consensus.

To put this point more concretely, let us consider the relationship between voters and public policy. If voters could freely express their full views on every policy issue, the result would more likely be a chaos of opinions than a policy consensus. Political procedures, like rules for holding referenda or electing representatives, but also practices like dividing legislatures into specialized jurisdictions or leaving the informational burden of policy to experts, put limits on the political process that allow decisions to be made, even where there is no natural equilibrium of preferences.
The third institutionalist challenge is normative. If the institutionalists are correct, much or all of political behavior and collective decision making is an artifact of the procedures used to make decisions. If political processes are seen to be this decisive, the analyst’s evaluation of politics will change. Interests will no longer be regarded as subjective assessments of individuals; collective decisions will not be viewed as the sum of those individual wishes. The recognition of bias in institutions, however, burdens the institutionalist with two responsibilities. Institutionalists should discuss the direction and implications of this bias, and they should suggest ways to improve the justness of institutional outcomes. Yet, for reasons related to institutionalist assumptions themselves, these challenges are extremely difficult to meet. A brief look at the roots of the institutional tradition will help to make clear why this is the case.

IV. THE INSTITUTIONAL TRADITION

The three starting assumptions of the new institutionalism—that preferences or interests expressed in action should not be conflated with “true” preferences, that methods for aggregating interests inevitably distort, that institutional configurations may privilege particular sets of interests and may need to be reformed—are part of a much older tradition in social and political theory. The links are so close that it is probably preferable to speak of the institutional tradition and not to focus so much on the differences between the “old” and the “new.”

The main points of the institutional approach can already be found, for example, in the writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. His criticism of Hobbes, Locke, and others for assuming that the behavior of possessive individuals in a particular historical and social context expressed the natural preferences and traits of all human beings is an institutionalist claim that behavior and preferences are not a coincident. Rousseau viewed preferences, such as the desire to accumulate property, not as universal postulates on which one could found a scientific theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferences (Xᵢ)</th>
<th>Aggregation (Σ Xᵢ)</th>
<th>Normative Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioralism</td>
<td>Revealed through behavior (e.g., interest group market)</td>
<td>Utilitarian: Σ Xᵢ → public interest/ common good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionalism</td>
<td>True ≠ expressed preferences (problem with Xᵢ)</td>
<td>Inefficient aggregation Equilibrium problems → outcomes/decisions ≠ Σ Xᵢ (problem with Σ Xᵢ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Behavioralism versus Institutionalism
of politics but as products of society—its norms and its institutions. Law and custom shaped men’s preferences and institutionalized power and privilege, thus converting natural inequalities into more pernicious social inequalities. To discover the true nature of man, untainted by the social order, one would have to imagine men in a presocial state, stripped of all effects of social intercourse and even language. To restore the natural freedom of man under modern conditions, Rousseau proposed the social contract. Such a contract would allow men to “find a form of association which will defend and protect with the whole common force the person and goods of each associate, and in which each, while uniting himself with all, may still obey himself alone, and remain as free as before.”

Institutions—most centrally the law and the constitution—thus play a dual role. They constrain and corrupt human behavior. Yet, they provide the means of liberation from the social bond. Social institutions do not embody man’s fundamental nature. Instead, as artifacts of history (in this case, of the civilizing process), institutions induce particular behaviors. Being creations of man, however, they can be transformed by politics. Political institutions can be reworked to function more justly, and political decisions made within these institutions will alter social institutions so as to produce better citizens. New laws could reform property rights or the educational system, for instance, thereby causing citizens to think more about the common good and less about their personal possessions.

Most germane for contemporary institutionalists are Rousseau’s arguments about the ways in which the organization of the political process will influence the quality and justness of political decisions. Just as men’s preferences are products of particular social and institutional environments, so too do political decisions emerge from a particular set of institutional procedures that may shape or distort those decisions. Depending on how individual wills are polled for collective decisions, the final results may reflect the common good, or they may be distorted.

Rousseau raises the problem of aggregating interests in his famous passage on the distinction between the general will and the will of all.

There is often a great deal of difference between the will of all and the general will; the latter considers only the common interest, while the former takes private interest into account, and is no more than a sum of particular wills: but take away from these same wills the pluses and minuses that cancel one another, and the general will remains as the sum of the differences.

That is, Rousseau rejects the aggregation of interests as a means of determining what is in the public interest. The sum of the particular interests of individuals (or the “will of all”) is insufficient. To arrive at the general will or common good, one must use procedures other than the summation of individual preferences. Critically, Rousseau does not describe any particular content of the general will but relies instead on political procedures to lead us to the public interest.
How then is the general will to be ascertained? Rousseau’s procedural instructions may be interpreted in various ways. His admonitions against “partial associations” and communication among the citizenry, as well as his preference that “each citizen should express only his own opinion,” indicate a plebiscitary process by which citizens vote individually on issues, isolated from one another, and protected from political parties and interest groups. On the other hand, his image of the “sum of the differences” as being in some sense orthogonal to the pluses and minuses of particular wills, as well as his stress on unanimity—but a unanimity that requires political conflict—indicate a deliberative or discursive process by which public discussion will allow citizens to find a common ground and reach consensus on the public good. In this second view, issues and interests are qualitatively transformed through discussion, allowing a mutual interest to emerge. Here, interests may be said to be integrated rather than aggregated.

Nevertheless, while plausible cases for particular interpretations can be made, the fact remains that Rousseau’s institutional formula is undeniably obscure. This is not merely a question of lack of clarity on Rousseau’s part but is indicative of a fundamental problem of the institutionalist perspective. Institutionalist analysis focuses on showing how preferences and decisions are artifacts of institutions. Institutional rules and procedures distort preferences and decisions in various ways. But if preferences are distorted, what are the “true” preferences of individuals? Whereas the behavioralist tradition finesses this question by assuming that persons reveal their preferences through their behavior, the institutionalist tradition cannot accept this assumption. Avaricious behavior in a particular historical and social setting is for Rousseau no proof of man’s avaricious nature. But in trying to reach back to find man’s fundamental nature, he can make only a few hypothetical weak assumptions, assumptions that are in any case irrelevant for man’s civilized state. Yet, one needs some such standard for judging how badly particular institutions distort political behaviors and political decisions and for deciding what steps are necessary to correct these distortions.

The institutional tradition’s search for such a standard is thus made difficult because institutionalists eschew both behavioralist and social determinist approaches to making normative judgments about the quality of political preferences and outcomes. Behavioral approaches assume preferences to be subjective givens and then accept an equilibrium of interests as being just by definition, as long as minimal conditions are met. In other words, the fairness of the political process substitutes for any overarching judgment about the results; the behavioral approach adopts an a posteriori standard of justice. Social determinist approaches, by contrast, adopt standards of justice based on objective interests, such as those stemming from class, gender, or social position. Theories of social structure and social justice—such as Marxism—provide a vantage point for critical scrutiny both of the preferences that come to be expressed in politics and of the outcomes that result from the political process, such as patterns in the class origins of elected
officials or class biases in their decisions. In comparison with the behavioral approach, such theories are outcome rather than process oriented and invoke a priori rather than a posteriori standards.

The institutionalist tradition rejects both approaches. Institutionalists criticize the behavioralists for accepting the expression of preferences and the aggregation of interests in politics at face value. But they are not willing to adopt the objective standards of the social determinists or marxists—or for that matter, any single a priori principle—as a basis for critiquing and improving current social and political arrangements. Instead, they attempt to “square the circle” between a priori and a posteriori standards by recommending formal procedures that can be used to define substantive justice. Tocqueville’s interest in local political institutions and participation as an antidote to despotism, and as a source of class harmony (or Weber’s interest in a working parliament that could serve as a counterweight to the bureaucracy and hence protect value rationality in a world of ever-increasing instrumental rationality), is an example of this normative emphasis of institutionalism. Rawls’s “veil of ignorance,” Habermas’s “ideal speech situation,” and Lowi’s “juridical democracy” constitute contemporary examples of the same basic approach—although, of course, the specific proposals are very different.

Analyses of existing procedures and their distortions provide guidelines for these institutional recommendations. But institutionalism cannot provide a positive theory of standards that can be used to evaluate political choices and outcomes. Eschewing both the simple aggregation of individual utilities on one hand, and essentialist theories of the social order on the other, as providing a standard for evaluating politics, institutionalists must search for ways to arrive at the “sum of the differences.” The vagueness of this concept is thus not a mere coincidence but rather a consequence of the central theoretical tenets of this approach. In relying on procedural standards, institutionalism remains within the liberal tradition. But in raising the problem of the representation of interests and in questioning the use of efficiency or other process-based standards for judging the quality of political processes and results, institutionalist theory constitutes a distinct subset of the liberal tradition. In opposition to other subsets—such as economic liberalism, utilitarianism, or behavioralism, which, despite their many important differences, hold in common a faith in the efficient summation of individual desires as the way to arrive at a definition of the public interest—the institutionalist tradition seeks transcendent or overarching norms to guide political behavior, yet at the same time it is not prepared to take the leap to a fully substantive view of politics.

V. RATIONAL CHOICE

The same basic theoretical assumptions and normative conundrum are present in contemporary institutionalist theories and projects. To demonstrate that this
common core can indeed be found in all three branches of the new institutionalism, I will consider rational choice, organizational theory, and historical institutionalism in turn.

The rational choice perspective can be defined as the analysis of the choices made by rational actors under conditions of interdependence. That is, it is the study of strategic action of rational actors, using tools such as game theory. Applied to political action, much of this theory—largely developed by William Riker and his students—has been focused on the implications of the Arrow impossibility theorem (or Condorcet Paradox). Because multidimensional preferences cannot be ordered in such a way as to result in stable political choices, majority rule is inherently flawed. Any proposition that can garner a majority of votes can be beaten by an alternative proposition with an alternative majority (unless very restrictive conditions are met).24

How then should we understand and interpret political choices? Institutions, such as the rules that determine the sequence of congressional votes, or the

Table 2
Institutional Approach Contrasted with Other Paradigms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liberal</th>
<th>Behavioralist/Utilitarian</th>
<th>Social Determinist/ Marxist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interests</strong></td>
<td>Diverse sources of individual and collective interests; institutions influence their articulation and expression in politics</td>
<td>Subjective: preferences revealed through behavior; each individual best judges of his or her interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political process</strong></td>
<td>Problem of aggregation; form of process affects quality and results of participation</td>
<td>Utility aggregation with efficient transmission of preferences (in politics, in market, in interest group market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative</strong></td>
<td>Procedural democracy: substantive justice through formal procedure</td>
<td>Formal democracy: fairness of process guarantees justness of results: formally open access to markets/politics; competition protected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example</strong></td>
<td>Rousseau, Kant, Montesquieu, Toqueville, (J. S. Mill), Weber, Habermas, Rawls, Theodore J. Lowi</td>
<td>Bentham, James Mill, Milton Friedman, David Truman, Robert Dahl⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Hobbes, Locke, and Smith share many elements but are more concerned with institutional issues.
division of legislatures into jurisdictions, allow political choices to be made because they do not allow every conceivable political choice to be considered. Moreover, because political actors are aware of the effects of these rules, they will attempt to cast their votes or to manipulate the rules in such a way as to achieve their most-preferred outcome. Consequently, voting—possibly the most studied of all political behaviors—expresses not the true preferences of voters but an indeterminate amalgam of honest and strategic voting. And the aggregation of these votes into a decision is not a simple sum of honest preferences but a result of the specific decision rules in play—as well as of the efforts of key players, such as agenda setters, to take advantage of these rules.

The same problems of preferences and aggregation are a focus of game-theoretic models. The well-known prisoner’s dilemma, for example, depicts graphically that the players cannot choose the outcome that would benefit them most (cooperation) but, because they can neither coordinate nor act unilaterally, they must opt instead for a suboptimal outcome (defection). Their behavior, in other words, neither expresses their true preferences, nor does the game aggregate their preferences into a coherent collective outcome. Further, if one would change the rules of the game—for example, allowing communication or repeating the game several times—the choices made by the players would be different. Thus, institutions—in this case, the rules of the game—significantly affect political choices.

Despite the decisive role that institutional rules are accorded in this branch of the new institutionalism, however, the rational choice perspective has not particularly emphasized the relative justness or unjustness of different institutional rules. Studies of the American Congress, for example, do not dwell on which interests are privileged by particular constitutional rules or on how congressional decision making could be improved. The analysis of political power tends to be restricted to purely institutional power—such as the power of committees or that of agenda setters. But it is not linked to substantive issues, such as redistributive justice, or even partisan ones, such as whether particular institutions privilege a particular political party or type of party (e.g., patronage vs. programmatic). The relationship between the preference sets of congressional representatives and those of their constituents needs to be researched more intensively. Too much theorizing on the Congress assumes that the preferences of the representatives express those of their constituents. But this ignores the problems of aggregating interests that should be as, if not more, present at the level of the constituents. In addition, the view that institutions embody choice equilibria (“congealed tastes”) does not seem theoretically consistent, since if rules structure political choices, and hence could be viewed as being biased, then previous choices about institutions would logically reflect that bias.

Not only empirical rational choice studies but also explicitly normatively oriented works return to the focus on individual utilities as a standard for judging
political institutions and outcomes. Elster, for instance, says that rational choice theory

just tells us to do what will best promote our aims, whatever they are. The only part of the theory that is somewhat controversial from the normative viewpoint is that which deals with rational desires. Note, however, that it is hard to think of any other theory of what we ought to desire that is excluded by the idea that desires ought to be rational, in the sense of being satisfiable. 27

If this means that actors, squeezed by the rules of the game into making choices that deviate from their ideal preferences, should focus on changing the rules of the game, institutionalists can endorse this view. But this does not seem to be the emphasis of most rational choice theorists. Elster’s view risks making the instrumental rationality of a particular institutional setting into a universal arbiter of justice. Or, to take a second example, Buchanan and Tullock promote unanimity as a decision rule, combined with the buying of votes, as an institutional setup that results in the most efficient maximization of individual utilities. It is not clear, however, if such thinking can really be applied to nondivisible or nonredistributive issues, and, more important, the reliance on utility maximization seems to constitute a return to the behavioralist perspective that the institutionalists set out to criticize. 28

William Riker, on the other hand, does not attempt to join his institutionalist critique with a utilitarian normative standard. Based on his analysis of distortions in the expression and aggregation of preferences, Riker argues that “democracy” cannot ascertain the true popular will. Instead, popular votes express a mixture of preferences, strategies, and institutional effects. Far from providing infallible guidelines for government action (that can then be used to “force us to be free”), this witches’ brew must be held in check by institutional constraints that guarantee turnover in government and provide dissenters with many opportunities for political veto. Thus, in his normative conclusions, Riker returns to the impossibility theorem from which he set out. 29 While extremely consistent, however, the conclusion that the popular will is unfathomable means in effect abandoning the search for substantive standards and adopting an anti-interventionist political stance.

VI. ORGANIZATION THEORY

Organization theory is a broad tradition, but from the neo-institutionalist perspective, the Carnegie School’s critique of rationality comprises the core. 30 Inherent limits on cognition—whether human, artificial, or organizational—preclude rational decision making. Time and information are not sufficiently abundant to allow individuals to calculate their preferences based on a full weighing of all alternatives and their consequences. Instead, the shortcuts of bounded rationality, such as reliance on standard operating procedures, allow individuals to make decisions. Thus, behavior does not express preferences but results instead from
the various coping devices that individuals adopt to overcome their cognitive limits. Not only are the same cognitive processes relevant for aggregating individual acts into organizational decisions, but they are central to understanding how coordinated action of anarchic individuals is even possible.

Over time, this school’s critique of rationality became increasingly radical. Whereas the concept of bounded rationality introduced limits on choice procedures, the “garbage can model” went further by dropping all causal links between problems and solutions, viewing them as meeting randomly. Another step was taken with the concept of institutional scripts—actors retrospectively assign a rationale to their actions from sets of preexisting scenarios to understand what they have done.

Current accounts of the new institutionalism in organization theory accordingly stress the importance of symbolic codes and the role of institutions in generating meaning, as well as norms and “appropriateness” as a category of action. Lynne Zucker, for example, shows how cultural categories, such as concepts of roles and hierarchy, influence perception and, therefore, behavior. Neil Fligstein explains changes in management strategies not just as responses to changed economic environments but to changes in the perceptual lenses through which different generations of firm leaders interpreted these changes.

| Table 3 |
| Institutionism’s Common Core |
| Preferences | Aggregation | Normative |
| Institutionalism | Preferences problematic | Aggregation problematic | Rejects utilitarian standard ($\Sigma X_i$) |
| Rational choice Institutions = decision rules | Strategic choice ≠ Preference ordering | Cycling of preferences → choice imposed by institutions | Impossibility (I) |
| Organization theory Institutions = Information-processing routines and classification systems | Bounded rationality Interpretive frames | Standard operating procedures Garbage Can Scripts | $\Sigma X_i$ rejected $P = \text{organizational learning}$ |
| Historical Institutionalism Institutions = rules, procedures, norms, legacies | Alternative rationalities Construction of interests | Representation of interests Contextation/power Contextual logics of causality Contingency | $\Sigma X_i$ rejected $S$ creeps back in $P = \text{deliberation}$ |
From this perspective, political decisions or any other decisions cannot be understood as macro-aggregations of individual preferences but instead result from cognitive and organizational procedures that produce decisions despite uncertainty. Thus, despite their very different conceptions of rationality, rational choice theorists and organization theorists are closer to one another in their understandings of preferences, behavior, and decisions than they are to the behavioralists.

Like the rational choice school, organization theory has not always stressed the normative implications of its critique of rational decision making. One notable exception is Charles Perrow, who urges that organization theory more explicitly concern itself with the ways in which organizational effects, such as bounded rationality and bureaucratic hierarchy, constitute mechanisms of domination.36 The difficulty in using organization theory itself to follow this advice, however, brings us back to the “sum of the differences” problem. What standard should be used to measure domination—or to reduce it—when we do not have enough time and information to calculate our own interests, let alone those of others? Further, much of the appeal of organization theory is that its neutrality—inherent cognitive limits and operations produce bias, not human intention or social structure—which may impede an explicit emphasis on normative issues. Nevertheless, organization theory is more consistent than rational choice theory in rejecting utilitarian assumptions about the satisfaction of individual preferences and interests through collective decisions. And perhaps the stress on organizational learning may be viewed as organization theory’s solution to organizational bias, although more attention could be devoted to fleshing out the normative implications.

VII. HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISM

Structural-Power Antecedents

As DiMaggio and Powell point out, organization theory is intertwined with the sociological tradition.37 Durkheim first proposed the sociological variant of the idea that categories of thought precede thought and that these categories are social or cultural constructs.38 And Max Weber, of course, was one of the first to theorize about the importance of organizational structures in his theory of political domination. The historical institutionalists draw on the same sociological tradition and, in particular, on the work of Weber. But whereas organization theorists stress cognitive limits on rationality and the ways in which organizational rules and procedures coordinate the action of independent individuals, the historical institutionalists focus more squarely on the themes of power and interests.

 Renewed interest in Weber—or, more accurately, in rediscovering particular aspects of his thought, as many scholars in the behavioralist period, such as Talcott Parsons, were equally interested in his works—was a response both to the
dominance of behavioralism and structural functionalism in American political and social science in the 1950s and 1960s and to the upsurge of academic marxism in the late 1960s and early 1970s.39 In comparison to the rational choice and organization theorists, forerunners of the historical institutionalists tended to take a more macro-sociological and power-oriented view, which focused on the relations between politics, state, and society in various countries and historical periods. Debates on the “Kapitalistate,” on the transition from feudalism to capitalism, on corporatism and other forms of interest intermediation, and on “bringing the state back in” resulted in a relatively coherent counterview to pluralism and modernization theory that emphasized structural power of various sorts.40

Citizens’ preferences are not, as the pluralists thought, efficiently transmitted to political leaders via interest groups and political parties; instead, the representation of interests is shaped by collective actors and institutions that bear traces of their own history. Constitutions and political institutions, state structures, state interest group relations, and policy networks all structure the political process. Consequently, political demands and public policies are not shaped by the neutral and convergent exigencies of modernization. Rather, political economies—like political systems—are structured by dense interactions among economic, social, and political actors that work according to different logics in different contexts. Theodore J. Lowi’s The End of Liberalism uses this analytic perspective to make a normative argument about American government that has striking parallels to Weber’s critique of German parliamentarism.41

In sum, the political demands that come to be expressed in politics are not an exact reflection of the preferences of individuals but rather deviate considerably from this potential “raw material” of politics. Various institutional factors influence the political processes that adjudicate among conflicting interests and may hence privilege some interests at the expense of others. Thus, the structural-power consensus conforms quite neatly to the institutionalist critique of behavioralism, which it shares with the rational choice and organization theory perspectives.

Recent Historical Institutionalism

More recent historical institutionalist work, influenced by the interpretative turn in the social sciences, aims to remedy some deficiencies in this structuralist approach and to join to it more constructivist or “postmodern” elements. As a corrective to structuralism, methodological individualism is used even by scholars who analyze collective actors; human agency is better integrated with structural factors; and the role of ideas has been given greater weight.42 As a reaction to a greater interest in interpretation, three themes have become ever more central in this work. All three can be traced to Weber and, more important for our purposes, all three can be termed historicist because they emphasize limits on human rationality and knowledge that can be redressed only by examining history.
First, these scholars are interested in “alternative” rationalities. Individuals and collectivities may develop interpretations of their interests and goals—worldviews—that deviate from those predicted by means-ends rationality (as in the case of the worldly asceticism of the Calvinist). But, more radically, the Weberian perspective claims that instrumental rationality itself is the product of particular historical developments and that it must be constructed and supported by particular sets of institutions and beliefs, such as double-entry bookkeeping, Roman law, and Protestant individualism. On this view, it is somewhat reductionist—and at this point, rather disingenuous—to call these alternative rationalities “norms” and to insist that Western instrumental rationality is not itself a norm.43
Second, historical institutionalists view causality as being contextual. That is, they tend to see complex configurations of factors as being casually significant. These configurations become apparent through historical-comparative observation, and it may be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to break such models down into casually independent variables. Not only are there often too many variables in relation to the number of cases, but it may be the constellation of variables that is causally significant. Mental constructs, economic and social institutions, and politics interact to channel economic development along different paths, for instance, without one necessarily being able to determine which of these elements is causally primary or even to know whether the same combination would produce the same results if repeated at a later point in time. Because human actors have the capacity to learn from history, it is indeed very unlikely that even the precise levels of unemployment and inflation of, say, the thirties would produce identical fascist movements today. Drawn from Weber’s notion of elective affinities, this type of analysis is very sensitive to context and sets severe limits to the generalizability of models across cases.\(^44\) Aware of these limits, historical institutionalists nevertheless aim to test hypotheses and have moved away from Weber’s static typologies of ideal types.\(^45\)

Third, this group emphasizes the contingencies of history. Our understanding of particular events and developments is constrained by the large role played by chance. Quirks of fate are responsible for accidental combinations of factors that may nevertheless have lasting effects. In addition, self-conscious political actors, reflecting on their pasts and futures, can divert the supposedly ineluctable march of progress onto unexpected paths. Such contingent developments stand beyond logic and can only be grasped through historical analysis. Moreover, this break with “the efficiency of history” allows one to look to the past as a source of alternatives for the future.\(^46\)

In seeking to strengthen these interpretivist elements, these historical institutionalists are going beyond using history as a “method” and are turning to history as a “theory” or philosophy. That is, they emphasize the irregularities rather than the regularities of history and demonstrate the limits of universal causal models. While this turn to interpretation has enriched the work of the historical institutionalists, it also creates a conflict between their role as social scientists and as interpreters. In the final sections of this essay, these themes will be illustrated with reference to a number of comparative historical studies of public policy. The selection of texts is arbitrary and meant to explicate more fully the logic of particular features of this approach, rather than to provide an exhaustive review. This discussion will show why historical research is necessary for the theoretical arguments being made, but it will also show how these authors have been influenced by the interpretative aspects of history, or the “idea of history,” as Collingwood called it.\(^47\) Indeed, the opposing pulls of these two views of history—history as a “method” and history as a “theory” (or, more aptly,
anti-theory)—create strong tensions for the historical institutionalists, ones that I doubt can be resolved.

The Political Construction of Interests

Much confusion has been caused by the efforts of historical institutionalists to endogenize the political construction of interests to their models. This does not mean that institutions radically resocialize citizens in a revived version of social determinism or that norms dictate to actors what should be their behavior. Even when individuals adopt new collective identities, moreover, they do not lose their ability to perceive conflicts between their identity and interests as individuals and their commitment to their collectivity. Instead, institutions—be they the formal rules of political arenas, channels of communication, language codes, or the logics of strategic situations—act as filters that selectively favor particular interpretations either of the goals toward which political actors strive or of the best means to achieve these ends.

Political institutions and government policies, for example, may facilitate the organization of interests by recognizing particular interest groups and/or delegating government functions to them (as discussed in the literatures on private interest government, interest group liberalism, and corporatism). More fundamentally, government actions may encourage (or discourage) the mobilization of interests by recognizing the legitimacy of particular claims or even by providing these persons with the opportunity to voice their complaints. Tocqueville, for instance, argues that by allowing—and even encouraging—the collection of the cahiers, the Monarchy actually mobilized the Third Estate. Not just government, but culture, language, and symbols may provide interpretive frames that facilitate political mobilization. Along these lines, Tocqueville notes the importance of a new language provided by the Philosophes for the expression of grievances, with even Louis XIV speaking of natural law and the rights of man. Similarly, McAdam emphasizes that Franklin D. Roosevelt’s acknowledgment that “lynching was murder” tremendously encouraged civil rights activists in the early 1940s, a step that he sees as critical for the “cognitive liberation” of both leaders and participants in the civil rights struggle. These individuals and the people that they were able to mobilize all knew that they hated segregation; what changed was
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Table 5
Historical Institutionalism: Some Characteristic Features and Examples
their perception of the possibilities for change and, hence, their assessment of the best course of action.  

Not only may political institutions, political authorities, and political culture play a critical role in the definition, mobilization, and organization of interests, but the structure of political opportunities will shape the strategies of organized interests and their beliefs regarding the efficacy of different types of political action. Sven Steinmo, for example, shows how the constitutional structures left in place by different processes of democratization in the United States, Sweden, and Britain continue to exert strong effects on tax policy. Political actors in these three countries shared a preference for lower taxes but behaved differently because the logics of the political systems made different political strategies more likely to achieve success. Institutions, writes Steinmo, “provide the context in which individuals interpret their self-interest and thereby define their policy preferences. . . . And any rational actor will behave differently in different institutional contexts.”  

In this case, the logic of these political systems influenced the means but not the ends of political action.

Victoria Hattam uses a similar comparative historical strategy to show the relation between institutions and the goals of political actors. In her account, two factors are critical in explaining the development of “business unionism” or “voluntarism” in the United States. Over the course of the nineteenth century, working men’s associations changed their conception of self from a vision of themselves as “producers”—aligned with other productive classes such as skilled craftsmen and manufacturers, against “nonproducing” bankers, lawyers, and land speculators—to a new collective identity as workers. With this shift, the labor movement turned its energies toward improving labor legislation, employing political strategies, and seeking to achieve political goals that were quite similar to the strategies and goals of the British labor movement. Although both movements achieved similar legislative gains, however, the American victories were nullified as the courts overturned the decisions made by state legislatures. Consequently, American labor leaders concluded that political action was not a promising strategy and focused their energies almost exclusively on shopfloor bargaining and collective action. Thus, institutional differences can explain why the similarly constructed interests of the two labor movements ultimately diverged.

Gerhard Lehmbruch’s work on the German reunification uses a historical approach to explain which interests among variously articulated alternatives actually win out. He compares the ease with which West German institutional arrangements were transferred to the East in different economic sectors. Interestingly, in most cases that he studies, there were potentially viable, innovative alternatives to the simple imposition of West German practices to the East, and there were often even East-West coalitions of actors that supported these changes. Purely coincidental factors—such as the legalization of the property rights of
members of collective farms shortly before the unification—explain why a one-way transfer was blocked in the agricultural sector but not in communications or health. Lehmburuch argues that such contextual factors (situative Bedingungen) are critical for transformation politics, even though such factors cannot be theorized in the general way that a theory of, say, market competition might be. Continuing in this historicist vein, he explains what did actually happen in the other sectors in terms of long-standing, historically constructed conceptions of interests and power equilibria.56

Contextual Logics of Causality

The role of historically generated context in explaining actors’ interests and their power relations is typical of a second general characteristic of the historical genre. Many institutionalists, perhaps most prominently the late Douglas Ashford, have stressed the importance of context in explaining the workings and meanings of institutions.57 Institutions themselves may provide a context for political action that determines the relevance of specific variables across cases (union density or corporatism, for example). Further, contextual factors may affect the functioning and salience of institutions.

On this basis, Richard Locke and Kathleen Thelen argue for “contextualized comparisons.” Using the example of labor politics, they show that although globalization has unleashed international pressures for “decentralization” and “flexibility,” the particular institutions that have come under attack, as well as their significance for the labor movement, vary considerably. Consequently, to assess accurately the ability of various labor movements to weather the challenges of industrial restructuring and the like, Locke and Thelen call for comparisons based on different issue areas (selected according to their meaning for a particular case rather than being standardized across the cases) and for more attention to be paid to ideational as well as structural issues.58

Terry Moe also analyzes the ways in which historical context, institutional practices, and the balance of power among social and political actors interact.59 His study of the National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) shows how a system of informal rules regarding the nominations process developed as a reaction to a congressional stalemate in the 1950s. After several rounds of failed nominations, Democrats and Republicans—at that time evenly matched in Congress—agreed to abstain from blocking, respectively, all pro-business and pro-labor candidates and adopted a norm of parity representation. These rules of the game were maintained even after the potential power of labor (as measured by union membership, and links between the AFL-CIO and the Democratic Party) significantly declined, thus outliving the fit between power and institutions that had been established in the previous historical context. In contrast to the predictions of “capture” or other behavioralist theories, this mismatch between social interests
and institutional practices survived intact until radicals in the Carter and Reagan administrations repoliticized the nominations process.

Peter Hall’s study of the change from Keynesianism to monetarism under Thatcher shows how the construction of a new political actor changed the context for British executive institutions and, thereby, the balance of power between prime minister and treasury. As part of a series of financial deregulation measures, interest rates were allowed to fluctuate more widely, inadvertently affecting the market for government debt (the gilt market) and, in the process, its political consequences. Investors began to buy and sell in a more coordinated manner and developed an interest in being able to predict interest rate fluctuations. This interest stimulated the founding of new economic research institutes, newsletters, and other forms of communication within this community. This new informational network disseminated monetarist ideas and, more important, created a new collective actor, the “City”—or at least rejuvenated an old one—and gave individual investors a new role as part of a community with new institutional anchors. These developments helped to effect a shift in the balance of power, aiding Thatcher in her efforts to override the treasury (which had always championed Keynesianism in the past) by allowing her to legitimize her own support for monetarism with the interests of the City. This analysis of the emergence of such a distended, nonformally organized collective actor is not only extremely innovative but provides a model that can be followed in trying to understand the increasingly important impact of market actors.

Contingent Relations between Explanatory Elements

Almost every one of the studies mentioned so far leaves some scope for historical contingency. Rather than following a logical and efficient trajectory, history is marked by accidents of timing and circumstance. These may leave lasting legacies, but such legacies are equally vulnerable to unexpected change. Ira Katznelson’s analysis of American working-class formation in the nineteenth century posits a structural gap that arose because political parties organized on the basis of neighborhoods, while unions organized at the workplace, which, because of the scattered patterns of settlement in the United States, were often far removed from residences. This coincidence of the effects of early democratization on political parties and the effects of residential and industrial zoning and settlement patterns on union organizing caused the politics of class at the workplace to be completely severed from party politics. This effectively impeded the emergence of social democratic political parties and created an urban politics that was constructed on issues of ethnicity rather than class. Sequence and contingency have also been emphasized in many studies of the welfare state. Drawing on Shefter’s analysis of the impact of the relative sequence
of democratization and bureaucratization on political parties (producing patronage parties where democratization was first, as in the United States, and programmatic parties where bureaucratization was first, as in Germany), Skocpol and Orloff argue that these differences in “state structure” can explain differences in welfare state development between the United States and Britain. In her more recent work, Skocpol has developed the historicist perspective even further, arguing that when viewed from its own frame of reference, the American welfare state does not appear as a “laggard” of the European social democratic model but as a unique configuration of programs and agencies forged from political struggles within particular political institutions.

Several other recent studies break with mono-causal and determinist theories about the welfare state, stressing instead unique and contingent developments that cannot be consistently compared across cases. Peter Baldwin has demonstrated that the “working-class power” (or “laborist,” as he calls it) interpretation of the welfare state does not do justice to the complexity of the politics of the welfare state. Frank Nullmeier and Friedbert Rüb have argued that the Catholic tradition has played a larger role in German pension policy than has been previously recognized. Margaret Weir has shown how U.S. unemployment policy was shaped by rare moments of political opportunity in which ideas, interests, and political coalitions crystallized around what she calls “policy packages.” Once the policy ideas and political coalitions (such as the link between the “war on poverty” with Democratic Party efforts to reach African American voters to balance defecting Southern Democrats) were joined, however, their fusion outlived their political usefulness, impeding future efforts at reform. Similarly, Susan Pedersen has stressed the fit between ideas and political opportunities in explaining the different trajectories of British and French family policy.

Charles Sabel and Jonathan Zeitlin, as well as Gary Herrigel, have developed one of the most consistent perspectives on historical contingency. Reexamining the history of industrialization, Sabel and Zeitlin have found evidence for widespread experimentation with industrial districts, which they define as craft-based alternatives to mass production, organized around cooperative networks of small firms employing highly skilled workers. In some cases, these experiments failed for lack of nerve, given producers’ imagined certainty that mass production was the wave of the future; in others, they were eliminated only by national industrial policies, equally based on assumptions rather than proof of the direction of future technological progress. Sabel and Zeitlin therefore argue that the eventual dominance of mass production should be viewed not as the result of technological and market imperatives but as the consequence of political struggle, that is, as the “result of some implicit collective choice, arrived at in the obscurity of unaccountable small conflicts,” which they summarize as “accidents of the struggle for power.” Herrigel applies this perspective to the German case, deconstructing the Gerschenkronian interpretation of the “German model” and marshalling evidence
for a “decentralized industrial order,” characterized by decentralized, quality production through networks and institutions of cooperation rather than vertically integrated firms organized for mass production.69

More important than any particular findings of these studies is the view of the relationship between actors and structures that these authors invoke. Economic, social, and political actors do not simply maximize their self-interest within given constraints. Instead, these actors are viewed as trying to hedge their bets in an uncertain world, strategizing as to how best to proceed without knowing exactly how the economy will develop, at the same time capable of trying to shape their surroundings to improve their future chances and, in fact, constituting their identities and interests, as well as the context for their future actions, by the choices that they make.

VIII. DISCUSSION

This essay has tried to make the point that, for all their differences, the several varieties of new institutionalists address a common set of problems from a unified perspective. All are concerned with the difficulties of ascertaining what human actors want when the preferences expressed in politics are so radically affected by the institutional contexts in which these preferences are voiced. Rather than tackling this question by probing individual psychology, these scholars have turned to analyzing the effects of rules and procedures for aggregating individual wishes into collective decisions—whether these rules and procedures are those of formal political institutions, voluntary associations, firms, or even cognitive or interpretive frameworks.

Since the common research interest is the black box between potential political demands and ultimate outcomes, it does not make sense to predefine the contents of this box. A standard definition of “institution” is thus not desirable; the common research agenda is the study of institutional effects wherever, or however, they occur.

How well, then, does the historical institutionalism address this theoretical core? All of the examples show in various ways that historical work can provide answers to institutionalist questions. By tracing changing definitions of interests through time and across cultures, the impact of institutions on the construction of interests can be studied without imposing arbitrary, “objective” definitions of interests. That is, the discrepancy between “potential” and “expressed” preferences can be addressed without inventing a theory of the actors’ “true” interests. In this way, artifacts of representation and biases of political institutions can be discussed and criticized.

The historical approach thus provides a fruitful avenue for a return to the normative issues central to the institutionalist paradigm. Public policy is not assumed to be an efficient outcome of the aggregation of individual preferences, technological progress and market forces, a free-for-all of ideas, or even of the
“vested” interests. Political decisions emerge from highly complex combinations of factors that include both systematic features of political regimes and “accidents of the struggle for power.” Further, because historical institutionalists never assume that power and institutions have reached an equilibrium, explaining institutional change does not present a problem. Institutions do not determine behavior, they simply provide a context for action that helps us to understand why actors make the choices that they do. Facing the same sets of institutional hurdles, self-reflective actors can make creative decisions about how to proceed. Thus, institutions—even when defined in the broadest sense—neither mold human perceptions to such an extent that individuals are incapable of recognizing competing definitions of identity and interest nor do they force human action along a single track.

Not just the historical method but the philosophy of history is quite helpful for addressing institutionalist concerns. Historical research requires proof (through citation of primary sources) that the actors in question saw the world in the terms proposed by the analyst. Consequently, representation of interests is important to the historical institutionalist tradition in a double sense. First, political demands and political results are viewed not as resultants of preferences but as consequences of different representations of interests. Interests that are articulated in politics are many steps removed from the preferences of citizens, and even those initial preferences may be recursively formed by politics and, hence, by the many institutional effects of the political sphere. Second, as researchers, historians are always aware that their data are a representation, not only because they examine fragments left behind by subjective individuals but also because they themselves interrogate these artifacts. As Collingwood wrote, “History proceeds by the interpretation of evidence: where evidence is a collective name for things which singly are called documents, and a document is a thing existing here and now, of such a kind that the historian, by thinking about it, can get answers to the questions he asks about past events.” Further, “The history of thought, and therefore all history, is the re-enactment of past thought in the historian’s own mind.”

Nevertheless, the embrace of history’s insistence on particularism, context, and contingency has some drawbacks. It calls into question the enterprise of systematic comparison. Determinations of causality are questionable if not out-and-out hubristic. And the constructivist impulse risks distracting the historical institutionalists from areas where I believe we can make the strongest contribution.

Three issues of historical institutionalism are particularly troubling to me. The first is the problem of falsifiability. Almost any construction of interests or contextual causal model will appear to be only explainable through history, until one has hit on a more general explanation. Many studies of health politics, for instance, have offered historical interpretations for policy proposals and medical association reactions. But from a comparative perspective, the heavy hand of
history seems less compelling. Most socialists throughout Europe and North America (and all state socialist regimes) came up with the idea of socializing medicine, regardless of their histories. And most doctors’ associations feared being employed by government or social security monopolies. Whether any of these actors knew their objective interests is not the point—they may equally well have been guided by a common narrative of the Manichean struggle between capitalism and socialism. But the nationally specific historical explanations are damaged by the cross-national evidence, nevertheless. Without a sufficiently broad comparative perspective, historical institutionalists risk overstating the uniqueness of their case. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how such historical narratives can ever be proved wrong.

Second, historical institutionalists profit somewhat unfairly from the positive models that they criticize. This is particularly true of marxism and other sociological theories of interests. Following the example set by Weber’s Protestant Ethic, many historical institutionalist works organize their arguments as an attack on a dominant model, such as a system of class relations restricted to the objective categories of capital and labor, the marxist theory of revolution, the Smithian account of the division of labor and the rise of capitalism, and so forth. It is certainly legitimate to knock down a dominant model by showing where the facts do not fit and providing a superior interpretation. But these interpretations are not always exposed to similar critical competition because they are formulated to be inextricable from their original context. In addition, from a normative perspective, this leaves the historical institutionalists wavering between the moral anarchy of postmodernism—this branch of the new institutionalism’s version of the impossibility theorem—and falling back into the social determinists’ reduction of social justice to the coordinates of the social structure.

Third, in eschewing systematization, the historical institutionalists undercut the cumulative impact of their work. To be sure, the eclecticism and diffuseness of the historical institutionalist school are, to an extent, unavoidable. Many studies have been motivated by substantive issues rather than a narrow theoretical program. Furthermore, the historicist stress on indeterminacy and uniqueness mitigates against theory building. Nevertheless, it would be a shame to overlook important areas where knowledge has indeed been cumulative. Charles Tilly’s demolition of the relative deprivation view has changed the dominant assumptions that not just historical institutionalists, but nearly all scholars of social movements, bring to the study of collective action. Theda Skocpol’s analysis of revolutions as breakdowns in state structures is a similarly paradigmatic work. Suzanne Berger’s Peasants against Politics sets forth theoretical and methodological guidelines for a more constructivist view. Notably, the potential for articulating a more positive theoretical profile is rooted in the structural-power legacy of this group. The historical institutionalists should remember that this tradition’s emphasis on power is as important as its sensitivity to interpretation.
But to develop the historical institutionalist analysis of power, we will have to do more than attack essentialist and determinist conceptions.

Accomplishing this aim, however, requires a second “squaring of the circle.” It is not at all clear how one can go about developing a nondeterminist concept of power. But I think it is worth the effort. For while history is filled with examples of those that “beat the odds,” escaping from constraint and reforging their destinies, we nevertheless maintain an intuitive sense of the odds. Social analysis should be able to refine our capacity to evaluate differences in power. Weber’s emphasis on multiple dimensions of power can provide a starting point. And, ironically, so can some behavioralist efforts. In assessing the ability of French workers to defy the state, for instance, calculations of strike capacities (which implies an analysis of production, not merely counting the numbers of workers enrolled in unions), the strength of the parliamentary majority, and the reaction of the public would strengthen a historical institutionalist analysis without implying a claim to predict the future. Some ability to assess the potential power of actors, apart from the strategic position in which they happen to be situated (as in a rational choice game) or their own perceptions and symbolic communication (as in a purely interpretivist analysis), would, in my view, be useful.

Without attending to these problems, we historical institutionalists will contribute to a bifurcation that is already taking place. The terrain of institutionalist analysis—and, for that matter, of comparative politics—is being carved up in terms of two orientations: rational choice versus interpretation, or a “calculus” versus a “cultural” approach, as Hall and Taylor put it. Much discussion now focuses on the potential for border crossing, with the historical institutionalists left betwixt and between, straddling the fence between these perspectives. As I argue that there is a common theoretical core to these approaches, I can certainly endorse the potential for the fruitful combination of elements of rational choice, organization theory (or sociological institutionalism), and historical institutionalism. At the same time, however, I urge historical institutionalists to reclaim analytic and normative space for issues of power and justice. The power-centered view needs to make itself an equal competitor to calculus and culture.
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